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Sept. ’17 
Lying about sex 

 
Introduction 

 
I grew up in a time and place and sphere in which it was considered obvious 

when lying about sex is involved it has to be the men who do this. They seemed to have 
an interest in hiding the truth from women – and this interest is: having sex. I hadn’t 
met – in a Conscious way – the Female Force yet, which is usually ruling men as well 
as women. I didn’t Know Man either, even though, as far as I remember, I lied less than 
once as a child, besides cheating badly once. So I Knew Man without knowing. For (a) 
Man doesn’t lie. Or at least he doesn’t when there are no circumstances forcing Him to 
do so to prevent worse things from happening and not out of self-interest. In principle, 
He doesn’t have interests and therefore doesn’t need to lie. The Female Form-Force that 
manifests in men and in women, on the contrary, has interests – in so far as Her state is 
Separate from Man (or: the Male Force) Who could, in principle, outshine Her personal 
interest through the Presence of His Heart. If one descends in the mud of ‘man and 
woman’ it turns out that, in their Duality, She Exists as (having) interest. In itself 
there’s nothing wrong with this, despite Her own judgements about it. Basically, as can 
be Seen when entering the Depth of Reality, this existence as interest is related to 
Woman representing Form – whereas Man represents the Formless. Form seems to 
have to defend its interests against other forms. If Woman has lost contact or has little 
or no contact with the Man in Herself – whether this Man manifests as an outer figure, a 
man of flesh and blood, or not – She is bound to see things from a perspective that is 
‘faithful’ to Her own separate, individual interests and that doesn’t and cannot care 
about the truth. This holds true for men – who have lost contact with the Man in 
themselves and function in a way as if they would be an interest – as well as for 
women. When Woman is (or feels) separate from Man She cannot but project on Man – 
this is a simple ‘law’ – and, all too commonly, She will confuse Man with men. When 
(a) Woman is steady in Her Love for Man, she cannot lie about sex or whatever. 

Despite the fact that the Female Force – that, inherently, has an interest to lie 
about sex and that will do so when a situation ‘demands’ this – is amply present in men 
as well as in women, the latter, by nature, carry Her more deeply, generally speaking. 
Although it is not a final proof of this but a (strong) indication, it has been shown 
through scientific research that women lie considerably more than men if it comes to 
their sex life. 

Please keep in mind that when, on a few occasions in this essay, I speak directly 
to ‘Woman’, I speak to that Female Force in so far as She is or assumes to be Separate 
from Man and ‘man’ seems to be an other in Her view or experience. I’m not so clumsy 
as to generalize about women: every woman has the Truth Loving Male Side in her 
anyway. Don’t, therefore, as far as I’m concerned, feel offended by this essay, when as 
woman – relatively exceptional as it would be – you don’t recognize yourself at all in 
the (potential) tendency to lie about sex, or at least when you have never given in to it. 
Instead of feeling judged – which I don’t do – or even attacked, it may be more 
interesting to look inside ourselves to see if we ourselves have been tempted to lie about 
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sex – or have done so – and what our interest really was on those occasions and 
generally. 

I will freely change from addressing Woman to, more intimately, addressing 
Rebecca herself when I write ‘you’. On the face of it, I do indeed address one woman in 
this essay (and, briefly, another woman at the end) and her behaviour about being 
honest about sex or, in fact, not – even though I have considerably more experience in 
the, in itself interesting, subject of women lying about sex. Yet, the Seeing Free Heart 
prefers to, primarily, address a Force Itself, and not an individual. To me, individuality 
is, in the end, (part of) a Lie, the Lie of Separation – or at least (and, therefore, not 
denying difference between people) as far as a (supposed) individual doesn’t see and 
feel he or she is (not partly but) wholly constituted, lived, by Forces bigger than this 
supposed individuality.1 I often prefer to address Woman in general in so far as She is 
Unfaithful to Man and therefore to Herself, to Her Own Heart – and by this infidelity I 
don’t mean having sex with another partner than one’s own, but lying about sex and 
creating karma through this, causing pain that goes further than ‘just’ hurting one 
person. When I speak to Rebecca in this essay, I don’t just speak to her. She, in the 
constellation of how the Deeper Forces met, how They loved and fought through us – 
primarily the four of us, but with a lot of ‘input’ from ‘the outside world’ as well – 
represented the Feminine Woman who is attractive to men and, in principle, very 
separate from Man, even though the extent or depth of this separation turned out to be 
flexible once she had met me and started changing (temporarily), increasingly living in 
‘my’ Heart. 

The reason why, many years after the relationship with the woman in question, 
Rebecca, has ended, I still feel an impulse to after all address the issue of her lying 
about sex, is, fundamentally, on the deepest level, related to my inexhaustible and 
Impersonal Love for Truth that cannot be compromised – which is part of ‘my’ free gift 
to Woman: I cannot separate my Love for Truth from my Love for Woman. Beside this, 
Man has a double role to play. In His Oneness He is Free and He can ‘just’ Meditate-
Feel whatever comes on His way. But, in this Female world of Form, if He Needs to Be 
Present there, He also Needs to play His role in the Duality of Man and Woman. From 
that perspective, ‘I’ need to, sooner or later and in whatever form, show the Truth as a 
response to anything of ‘Lie’ I come in contact with. That impulse is not weaker when 
someone, a woman in this case, lies about ‘me’ and that in public – and I take this in an 
Impersonal way: she lies to Man, Her Beloved (in Principle). 

                                                
1 People who seem to be, or have been, the most developed ‘individuals’ have gone beyond 

individuality, and do thoroughly realize (beyond parroting) that everything they do, think, see, feel 
and create and what seems to distinguish them from other people, is only due to (and can only exist 
as part of) Forces higher or bigger than themselves – sometimes this is called ‘divine inspiration’. 
Just like with the ‘self’, the ‘individual’ falls away when one descends deeply enough in the truth 
of ‘oneself’, which then becomes the truth beyond oneself, the Impersonal Truth. A constellation of 
Forces ‘coagulated’ in the form of a human body-mind-heart can be called an individual, if you like 
to define the constellation this way. The problem here is that, this way, you start seeing and treating 
yourself and others in a way that is not in accordance to the deeper reality of no-individual. It has 
real consequences when you ‘forget’ or don’t realize that an individual is, ultimately, no individual. 
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Despite the fact that my words cannot compensate for the consequences of the 
manipulation of people that Rebecca practices or has practiced, I still feel the need to 
use them. It’s more unsatisfactory – and, in the end, not True – if I just leave the matter, 
if I’d accept that lies just happen here on earth, lies about me or about whoever who 
might endure more severe consequences than they seem to have for me – although the 
consequences of (her, and in general) lying about ‘man and sex’ for Man and His 
supposed lack of Presence here on earth should not be belittled. If this case – a woman 
lying about me (and in general about men) regarding sex – had been exceptional I could 
more easily leave the issue for what it is, but the frequency with which this lying 
happens inspires me to say something in return, finally. 

Of course, one could suggest that instead of writing about her lie, I better try to 
directly solve the issue with herself. Life is not that easy always. In principle, I’m not 
against this suggestion. Apart from the unavoidable discomfort, I can find no substantial 
resistance in me if it is about settling issues with people. Only, if you are sensitive 
enough to feel that she is (and in general many people, in fact, are) not truly Open to 
this, the question is justified if it makes sense to still try the impossible, simply because 
your mind says it is good to try it anyway. Generally speaking, I’m only inspired by a 
wall if I feel that something is at least possible regarding the wall allowing itself being 
softened a bit or letting itself be broken down to whatever extent – one brick to begin 
with. Relevant here, in this specific case, is certainly also that I don’t want to bring my 
informant in a difficult position. 

Situations differ, at least on the face of it. It’s true that the second lying woman 
who I mention at the end of this writing, Ursula, has been confronted with the feedback 
that I gave her when I came to hear of her lie about me via someone (else). The same 
lack of Openness (to Herself, in the end) ‘inspired’ her not to respond to my feedback, 
which is her right in itself – just like in this world people have the normal right to 
bluntly lie about one another when it seems to serve (part of) their interests. 

Despite the fact that the situation I will describe will seem insignificant and an 
almost normal event to many people, I’m not ‘the many’ and Rebecca’s lie about me 
feels so unholy, so unfaithful, that I feel strongly tempted to use the woman’s real name 
in this essay. But I’ve chosen a substitute name in the end, even though the scene has 
happened long ago and our worlds seem totally separate now. In the end, as I said 
earlier, it’s not about individuals lying, but the Force behind this, the Force that can 
influence us all or even take us over, in principle, when the Eye of Truth is not sharp 
enough. 

Seemingly insignificant, the Lie contributes to a climate around me in which it 
becomes more difficult for Woman to approach me and this is exactly what the hidden 
purpose is of a Rebecca: protect Woman against Man’s Heart in which She cannot Rule 
and Divide any more. 

It is true, sex seems an almost inherently dark subject. Almost. Let’s therefore 
shine a little torch on it. We must ‘start’ somewhere – not claiming by this that there 
haven’t been many many attempts at this before. If there is enough Light that’s strong 
enough and that can penetrate deep enough, this will contribute to a situation on earth in 
which Love and Sex, Heaven and Earth, can finally Merge into One, in which this is no 
longer spiritual fiction. Immodestly I can add that when (part of) the Lie is Seen in the 
Light of ‘my’ Free and Non-Judging Heart this contribution has a stronger effect than 
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usual – although, and this is more modest as far as my contribution is concerned in 
absolute terms and relative to what would be needed from the ‘standpoint’ of Merging, 
I have gone deep enough into the Darkness of the Earthly Forces to know how strong 
they are and, so far on earth, much too strong to, for the coming time, to allow a serious 
Merging, or Oneness of Love and Sex, to take place – all the more when I would refer 
here to ‘the many’. 
 
 
 

  Rebecca, Your Lie is Seen 
 
Woman, how far must it all go, when it comes to trying to wipe Your own street clean 

at the expense of (a) Man, at the expense of truth – while You know You’re lying. One of 
Your favourite, and actually mean, tricks is to relate the man You want to hurt and punish for 
his love, to ‘sex’, since You are well aware of big judgements in the community in this 
respect. The more people hear about this (directly from You, but especially through the 
snowball effect) the better – for the many are Your safety. At the expense of the Truth You try 
to get the many, the community, behind You, and set them up against the man. In the example 
of this writing I am the man in question, so I can write a first-hand account. I will write down 
the facts, I don’t have anything to hide – unlike you, Rebecca. I’m not afraid of this taboo 
topic: man and sex. I don’t see why I – or anyone – should treat the topic of sex differently 
from other topics. Every topic is part of the same Truth, which can be respected or – as often 
and your case is no exception to this – not. With this essay I would not only like to set a lie 
straight, but also contribute a little to normalizing the subject ‘man and sex’ and to penetrate, 
at least a little, the deeply rooted judgement in Woman regarding ‘man and sex’ that is, 
though historically understandable, steeped in prejudice and not based on reality but, for a 
non-negligible part, on projection. 

For years before we met, Rebecca, I, as you have told me, had been on your list of 
men who you should have ‘in’ once – literally, in your body, but also energetically, and my 
consciousness too, but that came later. You should have me ‘in’, no matter the fact that, as 
you said, when you had seen me for the first time, something in you screamed: ‘Oh no, I don’t 
want this’, because you felt you had to meet me close up sooner or later, there was an 
attraction beyond yourself, and because your, egoic, self preferred to comfortably stay 
Separate from Man and you felt that, in our meeting, you’d be confronted with a deeper Truth 
that you saw radiating from me. I know you had more men on your list. Once, after we had 
finally met and had entered into the relationship that had to be, you pointed at a man while we 
drove past him in your car. This man, you said, was someone you sometimes see passing by 
in your neighbourhood and you have to have once, and you meant to be intimate with him 
without clothes. Not a crime at all, although I was a bit amazed about this quality in me that 
made women openly confess such things while I, their current lover, sat beside them. 

It was unique in my life that, when you and me met and it clicked between us and we 
got closer, I was already involved with no less than two other women, each in a different way, 
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as it is regarding relationships. This never happened before in my life, nor afterwards. In fact, 
most of my life, ever since I had become interested in the opposite sex as ‘something’ that has 
to Do with Me, I had, involuntarily, been without girl or woman. On one of our many walks 
in nature at the beginning of our acquaintance, you, seemingly out of the blue yet after a 
preparing silence, asked how many women were with me. It seemed you couldn’t imagine 
someone like me having ‘only’ one woman, or even none. “Two”, I said to this unexpected 
question, as briefly worded as possible. I didn’t add anything to this number, didn’t explain or 
try to give a context or whatsoever, even though I knew the chance was big I might soon, if 
not immediately, lose you – and that you might lose me – by telling this truth. As I have said, 
I’m not the kind of person who would lie about this or about anything. It seemed you had 
meditated on the subject in advance, or at least you didn’t have to think twice before you 
replied: “That’s the minimum for me. Otherwise I cannot be with you.” 

With one of the two other women I didn’t have sex for a period which would last still 
another one and a half years, I think. With the other woman sexual intercourse had started just 
two and a half months before Rebecca and I met. With that second woman, there was still 
occasionally sex after Rebecca had entered the scene, even though less than before and after a 
bit more than three months after Rebecca and I had sex for the first time, the sex with the 
other woman stopped altogether, at least for the period of almost a year that Rebecca and I 
were still together. 

I ‘have to’ say these facts – and could, in principle, tell of many more details – as part 
of exposing the Lie you deliberately push into the world at the expense of others, but in the 
end to blacken if not destroy the Heart, that awful Mirror. A couple of years after you left me, 
you followed a kind of workshop in which you are supposed to work on yourself, try to work 
and feel through things that you experience as problematic. (The same I had attended long ago 
in the beginning of my thirties.) The problem, which you described before the group of 20 
listeners or so, was that you had been with a man who wanted to have sex with more women. 
Knowing you well, how ‘your’ mind functions, I bet you added that you felt you had let him 
transgress your limits – ‘the limits of your ego’ being something you hadn’t added. And, since 
becoming angry at an injustice done to you in the past and expressing the indignation about 
this in an emotional way, is a main ingredient of the course, there’s quite a chance you have 
expressed or tried to express your anger at this sex monster. Perhaps some man in the group 
played me and you shouted at him – or whatever form it actually took. Perhaps you also got 
sad that you let ‘men transgress your limits’ so easily. 

I didn’t want sex, not with Rebecca, nor with the other two women. I’m into ‘being in 
relationship’. Usually sex is not part of that, but this time with Rebecca it was the case, just 
as, to a lesser extent and for a while, with one of the two other women. For the sake of 
completeness, I could add that one, exceptional, time during our relationship of 14 months it 
happened that Rebecca and I – together – had some sexual fantasy about another young 
woman who we had met shortly before and with whom it clicked between us three. Although 
this click between the three of us was certainly not only of a sexual nature, somehow the 
woman came up when Rebecca and I made love. We acted this fantasy out during this 
occasion of sex that Rebecca and I had, just the two of us. Rebecca got quite excited imaging 
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that she was that woman and that I was making love to her. I don’t know if you should call 
this ‘wanting to have sex with another woman’. This seems exaggerated, even though I 
wouldn’t have been against it if the other woman had entered the scene. I was wholly all right 
with Rebecca and me making love, just the two of us, with or without that, exceptional, 
fantasy. Anyhow, I don’t think such a small event brings someone to a therapy group because 
her ex-lover ‘wanted to have sex with other women’ and he transgressed her limits with this. 
In fact, I’m sure this accidental fantasy was not what drove her to express her problem with 
her ex about his alleged ‘wanting to have sex with more women’. 

It is part of nature that a man can fertilize more than one woman if they open up to 
him. And if he accepts their invitation, to Woman it may look as if he wants the sex by 
himself, as himself, since he didn’t say no, as he should have done according to her ego that, 
out of biological, psychological and spiritual reasons, prefers to have the man wholly for 
itself, or at least have this option available for itself. Her Ego doesn’t know – or does it, 
secretly? – that if she manages to have him for herself, and usually Woman succeeds in this 
respect, the Man in a man is killed, done for, finished, if He had ever Lived in him at all. In 
this sense, it would have been good if the therapist had – at least also – lifted the ‘problem’ of 
Rebecca to a more general level of ‘man and woman’. But I consider the chance of this very 
small, since these workshops are used to (try to) solve things on an individual level – which, 
ultimately, is not possible. No one is separate from the world, from ‘sex and love’, from ‘man 
and woman’. The issue will always come back. Only when one lives and feels through the – 
very difficult – issue as if it would concern him or herself but at the same time is aware that it 
is an Impersonal Force that causes the grief, anger and pain, one can, in principle, come to 
peace with it. It’s not just a man or a woman doing or feeling this or that; it’s not men or 
women doing or feeling this or that, there are (only) Forces making you think, act and feel in 
a certain way. 

It was not long before Rebecca left me for good that she suddenly said to me that we 
shouldn’t have had sex. Somewhere inside she was already busy with leaving me, giving at 
least a little background from where this statement came. It was a remarkable statement 
anyway. I don’t think I have been with a woman who loved sex as much as Rebecca did, and I 
don’t blame her at all for this. Having sex was quite pleasant with her, I must say. But she 
made her remark to the wrong person, when it came to the issue of having sex or not. In my 
total detachment regarding having sex or not, I was very happy that thanks to her remark I, as 
a mirror, had my chance now to show her something deeper related to the issue of ‘sex and 
man and woman’ and I replied immediately: “Okay, from now on we won’t have sex any 
more.” For me – as man not denying or belittling the Man in myself – the ‘Process of Man 
and Woman’ with a woman was of importance, not sex in itself. If having no sex could bring 
us, Man and Woman, Closer Together, I was the first one to apply. We can only Marry in the 
Heart after all. But, frankly, there have been quite a few women with me in the past who had 
indicated in their own way that without sex they couldn’t have been with me, and just so, 
quite a few women had left me (and I was not against this) because I couldn’t offer them sex, 
with whom having sex wouldn’t have been true. Rebecca was certainly one of the women 
who wouldn’t have been able to be close with me without having sex. 
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A man, deserving that name, is not attached to either side of Woman’s Duality. If it is 
time to show Her that it is not Man but She who is the one who, on the grounds of Her Nature 
(as Form of the Formless) is attached to sex, a man must do his job. 

My reply “Okay, from now on we won’t have sex any more” caused a few seconds of 
confusion in Rebecca, before she said: “No, I can’t do that.” I was happy that, by this event, 
we were on our way to Showing Woman that the whole thing of sexuality on an earthly level 
is upside down compared to a deeper reality, the Deeper Reality of the Two, of Man and 
Woman – or, one could formulate it, like the negatives of photos: in reality the colours you 
see, or the light and dark, are the opposite of what they show.2 On the face of it, looking at the 
behaviour of men and women – at least until not so long ago – it seems men especially are 
after sex, and Woman follows if She feels and thinks the man suitable for Her. It may even 
seem to be so that there is a secret deal between man and woman: if he shows he loves her 
(deeply enough) – and, not superfluous to add, if not more importantly, if he is willing to stay 
with her or take care of her (and the possible children) – she is willing to offer him sex. 

On a deeper level, however, it is the Female Force That Wants Sex, in the end in order 
to reproduce Herself as Form. Usually this reality is covered up, because most men become 
part of Woman(’s world) and lose the Man in themselves, so that it looks like ‘Man’ wants 
sex and ‘Man-less’ men even may and often do start pushing Her in that direction of having 
sex (or forms of sexual abuse as a possible consequence of this lack of Man, this disrespect of 
their own Heart and therefore of Woman) – instead of Being Her Mirror that in principle 
could have sex since He is Free in the world of Form but is in no way attached to it and in no 
way manipulates Woman (in turn) and that anyhow acts as a Reflection of Her (deeper) inner 
movement(s). It’s true, when men act out the Female Force in themselves, when, in their 
unconsciousness, they ‘refuse’ to let Her return to and Surrender to the Man in themselves, 
things can get really nasty and it is understandable that ‘man’ gets a bad name then if it comes 
to sex and (the lack of) full respect for Woman. Yet, this covers up a deeper reality even 
more. 

‘We shouldn’t have had sex’ after a year of having sex on a regular basis, was a 
remark that didn’t fit Rebecca’s love of sex. It happened that in her break from work, Rebecca 
came to my place to be fucked, since her desire was so strong that she couldn’t hold on any 
more. I didn’t resign. In itself it is possible and even probable that sooner or later in a woman 
with such a strong Duality ruling her, the other side of Her Own Duality of Love and Sex, of 

                                                
2 Another funny and sad example in our relationship of things being turned radically upside down, 

was when Rebecca said at a certain point to me that I’m only with her so that I can write about 
‘man and woman’. As if I am not and can’t be a Lover writing, as a Mirror, about Love and the 
seemingly endless obstacles on its way, but a Dracula writer needing blood for my writings and 
misusing Woman’s vulnerable love or attraction to (a) man for this. Completely absurd – unless 
one Understands the mechanism of the negatives of a film, indeed, which is not totally unrelated to 
the Duality of Life itself. But it is also so sad, indeed, that a very feminine woman as Rebecca 
cannot believe that Man really Loves (‘something like’) her, and in general Loves Woman, and that 
his attraction to her is not only a response to or a mirror of Her own ovaries needing a man to 
reproduce the Form, or even a male sexual drive in itself apart from woman’s sexual drive. 
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the Formless and the Form, shows up. Suddenly ‘sex’ was wrong and the other side of Her 
‘felt’ we should have stayed in Pure Love together, without giving a form to it. I was not 
against it, as with many women in the past I had never crossed the border of ‘pure love’, 
although, in order to Show Woman the Truth, the Two sides of the coin should sooner or later 
be addressed and Known. 

 Anyhow, Rebecca herself had difficulty with allowing Love. When love – or should I 
say: attachment – threatened to become too strong in a relationship, she left the guy of that 
moment or period and went after a next one. Sex was certainly safer for her than Love. Of 
course, quite a few women, and men, have this issue. Only, when at a certain point you decide 
to go to a therapy group anyway, it might be an idea not to address ‘sex’ as the problem (sex 
that someone else supposedly wants) but love. Or, perhaps, greed, in the sense of wanting a 
man to be sexually totally available to you at any given moment, could be addressed as 
something that keeps you bound, attached to the limits of yourself – even if in the beginning 
the presence of other women close by that man had been a condition for being able to be with 
him, intimately or anyhow. 

I’m not against the femme fatale type of woman who, restlessly travelling from one 
man to the other, leaves a trace of broken hearts behind her – sometimes resulting in suicide. 
Everything and everyone has their function in the whole. But anyhow, certainly the exciting 
thought of having sex with a next man was, though not the only reason, also part of her 
motive for leaving a previous one. Nowadays serial monogamy – with a short time span – 
covers the fear of being seen as whorish. Rebecca was afraid of the word ‘whore’, I noticed 
when I just mentioned it once in an innocent, irrelevant context and she had an unexpected 
very strong reaction to this word. She immediately attacked me, wanted to know all about it 
why I said this word. (Since most people are more into associating than into Understanding) 
just a simple word can already be a confronting mirror. In bed the same word ‘whore’ 
whispered in her ear could be – and was – exciting, however. Contexts change. In the night, in 
the Dark, everything looks different from how things look in the daytime, in the Light. 

In fact, we had quite a few moments of almost painful intimacy not long before she 
left me. When sometimes we stood together against each other, front to front, relaxed, without 
doing anything, just feeling, it was really beautiful how intimate we could be – when she 
managed to allow this intimacy, indeed (for ‘me’ as Man intimacy with whole-hearted and 
whole-bodily feeling is not a problem in the least, I have no limits in this respect, since 
Union, Oneness, is my Nature anyway). When we stood like that, Rebecca had to actually 
unglue herself from me, as she said, or else she would disappear in me, in the love she felt for 
me. And, apparently, she was afraid of this tendency to disappear in Love. After one of these 
events of intimacy, not accidentally a week before she split up with me, she called me 
afterwards from her car and said: “I’m so happy I managed to tear myself away from our 
embrace. If I hadn’t gone that moment I would have never left you and stayed with you for 
ever.” Just on time. Love threatened to take her over. Fortunately for her self, she was sharp 
in recognizing the moment She as a ‘self’ would lose the battle with Man, ‘lose’ regarding 
keeping Love at a safe distance, ‘lose’ regarding succeeding in preventing to love (a) Man. 
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Earlier in our relationship Rebecca confided to me she felt she was “the best man-
receiver in the world”. Only, also in the earthly reality – and I know this very well from my 
own direct experience – Receiving Man happens Primarily by Love, not by sex. If a woman 
doesn’t allow a man (fully or to a considerable extent) in her heart, he doesn’t feel really 
Received. The Form, manifested as Energy, cannot Receive Man. 

Talking about ‘therapeutic processes’, I dare to say, again in all immodesty, that being 
in a relationship with me, was the best ‘therapy’ she ever got, and not because of the nice sex 
we had together, even though she, being sensitive enough for the following statement, said 
she had never had such great sex as with me – in the sense of being so close together in the 
sexual act, feeling such a presence of a man instead of (both) disappearing in sex as a form – 
and her girlfriends, envious, wanted me to instruct other men in this. But Love cannot be 
instructed. If her girlfriends cannot handle and resist being with (a) Man – a man who Loves, 
otherwise there’d be no Man – they will never have that kind of sex that one side in them, the 
one longing for Union, longs for. 

Whether it was more important than having this intimate sex filled with a presence or 
not, in my presence Rebecca became amazingly quickly conscious of things, of life, of love, 
of herself, of relationships, of truth and lie. In fact, becoming conscious was a main incentive 
for her to start a relationship with me. She was so tired of her unconsciousness, as she said 
herself, even though she didn’t recognize the sexual urge as the itch and in fact the very pain 
that she wanted to get rid of by fucking. The transcendence of this sexual urge (as the 
primary, partly hidden, drive) – in the case that this transcendence is interesting for someone 
– happens only in the Light of Love, not by choosing sex or against sex. 

In the therapy group Rebecca had put ‘me’ as the problem that had entered her life – 
or, in that typical psychological therapeutic workshop intelligence, she had allowed the 
problem to happen to her, and she had to ask herself why she does that, why she is attracted to 
‘problem’. In reality, being with ‘me’, and thus letting unavoidable ‘problem’ as part of 
Woman’s inner Duality be revealed, has been an intense process of de-problematizing in a 
quick tempo, of her life, of ‘relationship’, of ‘herself’ – ‘intense’, since, next to resistance, the 
attraction between the One and the Two was big, and since ‘she’, being extremely Dual, was 
inherently full of internal ‘problem’. ‘My’ One Heart brought her ‘problem’ of Duality to 
light and absorbed it – and she felt increasingly better, that is on a deeper level (not on a 
superficial level, but she didn’t care too much about this superficial level as long as she was 
with me). So, in fact, Rebecca had put forward the problem of allowing herself to be de-
problematized and wanted to return to ‘problem’ or ‘problematizing’ like everybody. Safe is 
‘the many’, as I have said. 

As a convinced defender of what she thought is Woman’s world and what, as far as 
She is separate from the Male Force, I call the Female Force, Rebecca tried to Divide and 
Rule now. She, in admiration, liked to see Jesus safely hanging on the cross suffering the pain 
of humanity, taking their ‘sins’ (including hers) on Him, in His Body – so that she doesn’t 
have to feel the pain she is associated with by herself, which is not a superfluous addition. He 
shouldn’t have a penis. Or at least it should be covered by a piece of cloth. 
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By ‘Dividing and Ruling’ Woman ‘creates’ Her own Drama. Or, it is more accurate to 
say that She Exists as Duality, instead of creating it. The latter would, in people’s eyes, make 
Woman or Her Female Force (do something) ‘wrong’ – since people tend to think that if 
someone creates or does something this activity can simply, or by effort, be stopped, by this 
denying the Forces that constitute and actually live persons. Duality is not wrong in any 
sense. Without Duality no life. It cannot be ‘improved’. One can only, if one ‘wants to’ go 
that deep into Life, Go beyond Duality through whole-heartedly and whole-bodily Feeling the 
actual suffering of the maddening Duality, of the Two Directions that seem impossible to ever 
agree or be in peace. This may be experienced when one finds the Heart, when one Sees that 
Duality lies Embedded in Something Beyond it, and is not a drama as itself, but has its own 
function in the Whole. 

As I have said earlier, Rebecca’s seemingly insignificant Lie contributes to a climate 
around me in which it becomes more difficult for Woman to approach me and this is precisely 
what the hidden purpose is of a Rebecca: protect Woman against Man’s Heart in which She 
cannot Rule and Divide any more – since Love is Vulnerable. In itself this protection is not a 
crime, of course. It must be clear, however, that Rebecca’s Lie is not about protecting her (or, 
in general, Woman’s) Love against men who seem to want to divide and rule by having sex 
with other women. It is about power, and control, not about Love. It’s about what seems to be 
Female power that supposes – and secretly enjoys proving – it doesn’t need Man. It’s about a 
knot in the third chakra. About protection and resistance. About projection. (Rebecca wrote 
me I have a problem in my third chakra.) And fear. And refusal to be Responsible. And a 
concealed revenge for my respected but unforgivable ‘crime’ of Love. Not about Love Itself. 
My point is not that everything should be about Love, but anyhow I like to give proper names 
to things. Rebecca, it is true, likes to protect women against the impulse to come closer to 
Man (or at least to stay close); in turn I do my job of protecting Woman’s Heart against being 
Deluded by Woman’s Own Female Force That has an inherent tendency to Separate Itself 
from Man – in so far as I Feel this is not what Woman really Wants (or at least not all She 
Wants). 

 
During the time Rebecca and I were together, we had a relationship in which 

everything could be openly addressed, which was one of the nicest elements of it. However, 
she never told me that she preferred it if I had no sex with other women as long as we were 
together – which seemed to be rather the opposite, or at least when I should believe her 
remark during our walk in the beginning: the presence of two other women were the 
minimum for her. Only once, when she was already for a long time the only one I had sex 
with, she made an, indignant, remark about the time I had still occasional sex with one of the 
two other women: “What if I had come to your place spontaneously [she had a key of my 
house] and I had found you having sex with the other woman...” Well, theoretically, if she 
didn’t want to ask if she could take over and couldn’t have waited her turn either, she could 
have left again – and perhaps find a man who has time to fuck her in that very, urgent, 
moment – or otherwise, for instance, pull me off the other woman or make a drama in another 
way: next to being a sex lover she was also a drama queen. Anyhow I was open for 
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everything that showed up in the relationship. I never resigned when things got intense and 
when some Force wanted to give us some drama. It’s not about me anyway: it is the Man 
Who never resigns. 

There was a total openness about the two other women being with me, who considered 
me their man – and more or more deeply so than Rebecca did: Rebecca knew the whole affair 
with me was temporary anyway: “You meet and then you split up again”, was her cold 
(though for her not untrue) comment upon her leaving after she had seen me crying over it. 
Moreover, Rebecca much liked – or loved – the other two women who she wanted to meet 
and did meet regularly, even though periods of resistance between them also occurred, 
something that was not so strange in the context of the situation of the four of us. Anyhow 
this resistance between them was for me, for ‘my’ Heart, even (much) harder to bear than for 
the women themselves who were more talented in closing down when things seem to become 
too much. In fact, the times of their resistance to one another were the hardest thing in my life 
in that period and, in fact, in my whole life up to then, fucking heavy as it was. The people 
who will have the tendency to say now: ‘What are you complaining about in this luxurious 
situation of three women around you?’ don’t know what they’re saying; they never felt 
Woman’s Earthly Resistance in and to the Open Heart. I don’t complain anyway. I just say 
how things are. If they’re nice they’re nice, if they’re extremely heavy they’re extremely 
heavy. I don’t have to think twice to say that, despite my liking making love to Rebecca, it 
was less sweet than the resistance between women can be – and was – heavy. 

At least when Rebecca was with me, she could be and was usually honest: once, 
before we had met, she had, for half a year, two relationships with men at the same time. The 
sex she had with her big love was insensitive: he fucked her hard against the wall and that 
was it. Rebecca wanted to also have sex with a man who was softer and could feel some love 
for her while fucking her. There is no need to say that this is very understandable. She said 
she liked it to put down the phone with one guy and immediately call with the next one. There 
is no judge who says that she should have told them of the other lover. In any case she didn’t. 
I don’t think she has said this in the therapy room. It’s easier to put the responsibility for sex 
on ‘man’ and get compassionate support from the community, by women and men, for the 
wrongs that were done to you in this respect. 

Rebecca may have been a sexual beast, which can be quite attractive for men, she had 
certainly also other (potential) qualities, some of which started flowering when she was with 
me. Also, her body changed during the period she was with me, a phenomenon that more 
women who were with me experienced – and which is due to being associated with ‘my’ 
Heart and not, in itself, by having sex with me as if it would be a form. Her body became 
naturally beautiful, instead of being an ego-fortress, through which no man can penetrate. 
When at a certain point she looked at her naked body in the mirror, she said to herself and, in 
that great weird honesty of that time, repeated later to me: “Now my body is beautiful 
enough. Now I can go.” With ‘go’, she meant she could leave me now. She didn’t need me, 
my heart, any longer. Her form was perfect now. 

If you’re a sexual beast, you may act this sexual urge out and enjoy it. Only, going to a 
therapy group and working on your problem that in the past you had been with a man who 
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wanted to have sex with other women, is something else. Rebecca tried to convince herself 
that, to keep it simple, I was (or am) wrong – which then, in Woman’s simplistic and deluding 
perspective of Duality, automatically meant that she was (and is) right (in leaving me, leaving 
the beast) – and tried this through convincing other people, perhaps as many people as 
possible. She tried to reinforce the false notion that Man is a beast when it comes to sex and 
this is detrimental to the victim Woman. Rebecca felt urged to take this revenge because a 
year after she had left me, I was suddenly, in the middle of the night and right upon (and, in 
fact, causing) waking up, fed up with how she, on the occasions of some, limited, form of 
contact between us, kept treating me since the break up as a plaything and as a garbage bag 
that is suitable to dump your own unfelt shit on in all irresponsibility – and, more importantly, 
completely denying ‘Me’, or let’s rather say the Love of Man and Woman that had delicately 
and not without the necessary dramas actualized itself in our relationship. I was fed up with 
the whole atmosphere of Lie in which she lived since then – or at least I didn’t fit into that – 
and so I had written her, finally, a hard letter in which I told her this, that I was fed up with 
her Lie and that we wouldn’t have contact any more. The True Contact was gone, apparently 
and sad as it was, and contact without Contact was just no longer True after all we had been 
gone through together. Slow as Man’s Consciousness Enters the dense Earthly Realm of 
Woman, I had finally understood that as man I had to give a true, honest, realistic, mirroring 
form to what she offered me since our break up: the lack of True Contact, indeed. Okay, then 
we will have no contact at all any more, was my conclusion, if this stubbornness has proven 
itself so rigidly since a whole year already – or at least no contact for as long as the Lie rages 
on in the Dark, possibly for ever if she holds on to her current Resistance in Looking in the 
Mirror. As for ‘me’, a Mirror can’t switch itself off and I was not suited for the life of Lie that 
she felt at home in, a life of serving your own interests in the dark. My hard and relatively 
brief letter was not so much meant as a kick in return, a kick to Her ego but, indeed – and 
even though I finally left out explaining all kinds of details, motives, context, as I was used to 
– as a reflection to how hard Rebecca was against her ‘own’ Heart, how she denied the 
Delicacy of Love she could have felt for Man and that earlier, in the course of our relationship 
and remarkable as it was, she had felt. 

Bound to the Earth as you are, Woman, You naturally have Your Eye directed at the 
heavens where You want to go or drink from and feel Freed from your earthly inheritance. 
But thus you forget the Sex(uality) where you come from. As an earthly woman, sex – and 
not Truth – is your old love, Rebecca – even though you know it is not your divine beloved. 
Sex is your nature – even though it is not your ultimate Nature. And there’s nothing wrong 
with that. When a truthful man happens to be your sexual interest, in the case that you are 
tired of yourself (as you were) and want to ‘add’ more truth or consciousness to and thus 
embellish your sexual nature, you ‘become’ more truthful as well, for as long as it goes. To 
keep fighting against your fucking the truth is part of my nature, in turn. Fair enough.  

Raping by means of sex is terrible, regardless of which sex is the victim of this (in the 
USA, since a couple of millions of men are in prison there, also the annual figures of raped 
men (by especially other male prisoners, and sometimes also by male and even female staff) 
are amazingly high). Rape of the physical Body is part of raping the Truth, the Truth that says 
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it is the Divine Nature through Woman that decides for which man She naturally Opens – if 
She opens for anyone at all – and for which men She doesn’t. However, raping the Truth 
without obviously violating the physical body is somehow accepted as something relatively 
innocent. The very different judgement between raping the body and raping the truth is 
related to the dominant Female Perspective on Earth that assumes we are, in the first place, a 
body, a physical-energetic body or form with, possibly (when one’s consciousness is not 
limited to the strict material perspective), subtler layers (or bodies) around it. For most people 
the truth is something non-existent, non-tangible. Lying and purposefully, though not 
necessarily consciously, manipulating people so they, altogether, will violate someone’s (or 
more people’s) subtle layers of existence or even the truth itself, is not considered a crime, or 
at least not on an earthly level – since, well, his or her physical body is not affected, is it?3 

Raping the truth has big consequences in the world and in people’s personal life, 
including the world of sex and love. By lying about ‘man and sex’, Rebecca, and strange as it 
may sound, you might unintentionally contribute to (sexual) abuse of women, instead of 
contributing to a decrease of it. Lies reinforce the cramp about something, reinforce the Dark 
where sexual abuse happens more easily. It doesn’t surprise us that as long as (this cramp 
around) sex(uality) doesn’t Return to Love, lying about sex will easily continue. Unlike sex, 
Love is no interest. Respecting Love is respecting our Deeper nature instead of merely our 
biological nature. 

Whereas on earth ‘man’, or what people suppose is ‘man’, has a sad record and 
reputation when it comes to respecting the physical body of the opposite sex, ‘woman’ – even 
more than ‘man’ – has a sad record when it comes to being faithful to the Truth, Man’s crown 
(and this unfaithfulness includes Woman’s unfaithfulness to Her own Truth). As far as I’m 
concerned, respecting the physical body is Naturally embedded in and but a Natural part of 
Seeing-experiencing and respecting (or, ultimately: surrendering to) the deeper Truth, where 
Love is in the end Recognized on all levels of human existence. Just like Woman is so 
gorgeously Beautiful Beyond herself when She Recognizes Man and Returns (in)to His Heart. 

 
Woman’s (hidden) judgement about her own sexuality (related to her aspirations for 

becoming Free like Man, Free from Her Earthly Form-Inheritance) is so big that She has a 
hard time stopping blaming ‘man’ for responding to her sexual call, when He ‘should’ 
(indeed) take Her Beyond the sexual inheritance. When mentioning Woman’s ‘sexual call’ I 
leave aside for now the fact that many or perhaps even most men do not truly Respond to 
Woman’s (Deeper) Call (of which sex can be, and ultimately is, a part) but, in being lost in 
                                                
3 This is not true, in fact. The Body is affected. I, for one, can feel very clearly in my body the 

physical-energetic, weakening consequences of people’s resistance to and violation of the truth and 
Truth Itself. This is not the right place to show the whole list of physical-energetic symptoms I, and 
in general people in whom the Heart manifests more deeply, suffer. Anyway, it is long. In more 
unconscious people this suffering when the truth is violated rather happens in the dark, and may 
manifest itself in the perceptible form of not feeling fulfilled in life. Speaking about this, ‘sinning’ 
against the truth makes it impossible one could feel fulfilled, feel at ease on a deeper level of 
human existence. 
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the Female Form-Force in themselves, try to open women sexually for themselves, which is 
in itself a senseless and deplorable activity soaked in self-obsession – and it is even funny: 
when Nature through Woman doesn’t Open of Itself for a man, he thinks he can give it a 
hand. It’s true that if man’s sexual response is all a man has to offer Her – including the 
whole show around it, like providing Woman with money, safety, status and so on – this 
would be utterly poor. When Man and Woman Want to Meet in Their Divinity, Man (as He 
Is) should be ‘Added’ to this or, rather, Man should be the First Offer or Response – 
Response to the Deeper Call in Woman that comes from Her Heart and that can Take Her 
Beyond Her Sexuality. Most women, however, are merely in their head or heart waiting for 
Man’s heart-response to them; in practice the other, lower, Side of Her is more powerful and 
the result is that they prefer the old role games in which She easily rules in the arena of ‘man 
and woman’ by means of sex as Her weapon. Woman prefers to turn things around and, with 
or without words, may indicate that ‘man’ sexually rules over her and is mainly or only after 
his own sexual satisfaction – but this has nothing to do with Man as He Is. As dummies most 
men ‘happily’ accept Woman’s perspective in which She ‘humbly’ gives the honour of 
dominance to ‘man’, even though nowadays She seems to prefer to enjoy Her Own 
dominance more openly. She plays with them. 

Usually Woman easily wins the normal fight with ‘man’ – that is: with ‘men’ who 
refuse, cannot or are too afraid to manifest the Man in themselves. Her Dark Sexual Force is 
so much more powerful. But in the case that She can’t win, in the case that (a) Man doesn’t 
surrender to being Her sex-slave and possibly even shows her the Primacy of the Heart, she 
may want to take revenge. One, favourite, way is to mobilize the community against the man. 
The community should be convinced of the badness of the man. Put some ‘sex’ on his blazon 
and soon he is done, no matter if the accusations are true or not. People’s discrimination is not 
very impressive. As I have said, their judgement is rather based on association than 
discernment. 

The dirty thing in this whole matter is that people assume that there is no smoke 
without fire. Rebecca drew up a smokescreen in which people cannot see any more, while 
Seeing is already difficult enough without extra smoke from her side. Even if I speak or write 
the damned truth and nothing but that, people are confused about the issue anyway – at least 
the few ones in the smokescreen who read or hear the truth. Most people will not come to 
hear the truth anyway and seem not even confused, but just think Rebecca’s story is true. 
Why should she lie, such a cute, innocent creature? This is all the more so when one sees the 
natural tendency in men to want to protect a woman who shares her problems with a man 
against the man and, unconsciously or not, want the woman for themselves, certainly when 
she’s attractive. 

Unconsciously, people have taken over Rebecca’s confusion when it comes to ‘love 
and sex’ – and this Female Dual confusion is really big, I can say, having felt in my heart and 
whole body what this does to ‘Man’ when he stays present and keeps consciously feeling 
whenever this confusion comes to the surface; and it will, again and again, sooner or later. It’s 
a huge, in the End Impersonal, Fight between Unconsciousness and Consciousness. There 
where moments I almost fainted when I was in the night at Rebecca’s place and I felt I ‘had 
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to’ go home. This tendency to faint hadn’t been there if we would have just easily submitted 
to having sex (or to other forms) – although some time after the sexual act, it could appear as 
well. In general (though not exclusively), it came up when we had been long enough in each 
other’s presence and there was enough space to Feel. The closer our Bodies were – in the 
physical sense, I mean here – the bigger the chance of the tendency to ‘faint’. 

Anyhow, when (a) Rebecca speaks in the workshop or wherever about the issue of 
‘men (or me) wanting to have sex (with more than one woman)’ not many listeners are aware 
of hidden transmissions, of the mechanism of ‘taking things over’, ‘copying things’ in the 
dark, and, like it or not, this happens almost as an automatism. (A mechanism that is easier 
detectable in cases of mass hysteria.) Only if one keeps whole-heartedly and whole-bodily 
feeling can one possibly detect the Lie when a Rebecca tells a story of projection. In fact, 
while it seems she only tells her, untrue, interpretation of the situation, what is being 
transmitted behind the scene is confusion itself (related to Duality), a form of 
Unconsciousness manifesting itself. 

If you had really wanted to grow as a human in attending the therapy group, Rebecca, 
I would have put forward the tendency to lie. And then, behind this, the question: ‘Why do I 
lie? Is it fear indeed? Fear, that if I don’t lie, people will think badly of me? Fear, that if I 
don’t lie, I will be judged, since the Heart will See me anyway and reveal my ‘sin’?’ So you 
had better attack first, attack the Heart? If you put this issue forward in the group, most of the 
other participants, I think all of them, could learn a lot from the content of what you say and 
from the confession itself, from your courage: you come out of the closet. In the first half of 
my thirties I’ve attended many similar workshops – with no regret at all, on the contrary – but 
I’ve never met even one person there who shared the problem of the tendency to lie and of 
actually doing this. People just, or primarily, want to feel better and that’s what the shared 
issues are related to. And most of them have no idea that, at least on a deeper level, they feel 
bad because they are not dedicated to Truth, but prefer to sneak through with half-lies in the 
slimy mud. ‘Sex’ as a subject – including the whole fuss around it – is more attractive as a 
chance to feel better, if one gains some clarity about oneself in it, than ‘lying’. 

 
Let’s not finish this essay before mentioning one other (intimate) woman who tried to 

rape the truth by (mis)using the judgement of ‘sex and man’: Ursula. I’ll be relatively brief 
here, even though the content of her lie was, in fact, much worse than the one of Rebecca. 

A few years before Rebecca showed up I met Ursula, in a camp. (I write more about 
this at the end of my autobiography.) Understandably, simply as a matter of naturalness – and 
again, boring or irritating as it may become, in all immodesty – since at a certain point in my 
development the Man in ‘me’ increasingly and in a rapid tempo manifested Himself through 
me, ‘I’ had become quite attractive to quite a few women. This attraction was different from 
the attraction to the prince-like figure I was before who hadn’t yet been transformed into a 
king. The combination of Man and Heart, or, in other words, the actual Manifestation of Man 
in the world of Woman, is not very common (on an earthly level), to say the least – and, in a 
way, this is strange, for in the End they, Man and Heart, Are the Same. 
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The year before I met Ursula I had met another young woman in that same camp, 
Satlova, the only woman who managed to bear ‘my’ Mirror and stay with me somehow and 
with whom, much later, I would have a son. Like some women, Ursula fell easily in love with 
a man if she felt the heart was active through him. She was all happy when we walked hand in 
hand and at a certain point, romantically, started kissing somewhere in nature next to a 
brooklet. She invited me to sleep with her in her tent the last night of her stay at the camp. So 
we did, and I slept ‘innocently’ next to her, although we didn’t sleep much. Upon her saying 
that she “might want more, in fact” than lying cosily together in bed cuddling and hugging, 
we started meeting also outside the camp afterwards, although we lived very far from each 
other. And she went to bed with me eagerly. 

In the meantime the camp-leader had sent me away under many false accusations – 
how false can you get as man in the apparent absence of the Man in you. (See the last part of 
my autobiography, when it is published.) I would, he said amongst other things, “abuse young 
innocent women”, referring in fact to the two just mentioned women, Satlova and Ursula, 
without him mentioning their names, and, by not wanting to be concrete, insinuating that 
there would be more “young innocent women” involved, women that he felt he needed to 
protect (Ursula was 37, by the way). In all honesty, I even don’t know how to do this: ‘abuse 
a woman’, let alone would I want this, sacrificing Love into self-obsession. How stupid can 
one get. 

It was no coincidence that he himself was after the same two women who carried a 
kind of purity in them that he was sensitive to. Upon his attack the camp-leader was, in turn, 
not at all sensitive to my proposal to check with the two women who were supposedly abused 
by me: He could do this alone with the women, as far as I was concerned, I didn’t need to be 
there. They could be interviewed in all freedom. He said nothing to this proposal and didn’t 
want to ask the women personally. Satlova asked him what he was afraid of, in fact. No word 
came out of his mouth. In his unrecognized male competitiveness, he was afraid of ‘my’ 
Force and tried to find (absurd) reasons to remove me from the camp. This Force was not 
mine but manifested itself now ‘simply’ because of the fact that, finally after an intense love 
struggle with Woman in my life, ‘my’ Heart was consciously Recognized by a woman, by 
Satlova, Recognized as (the Heart of) Man, and, not long before the event of the camp, 
Satlova’s Heart had exploded into ‘Mine’. Woman’s Heart-Reception of (a) Man gives him 
wings on earth and a Force that otherwise doesn’t manifest itself on an earthly level. 

Anyhow, what is relevant here in this essay, is that to my shock, much later, long after 
Ursula had left me – the loving mirror of the Heart turned out once more to be too much to 
bear, despite its attractiveness – I came to hear that she told someone (and perhaps more 
people) that I “abused young innocent women”, literally paraphrasing the leader of the camp. 
Not only had she ‘forgotten’ to tell the camp-leader that, in her view, sending me away from 
the camp was a total misunderstanding, as she had told me in distress a few times when we 
spoke about the strange event afterwards – for she herself liked the camp very much and 
didn’t want to endanger her position in opposing the leader(’s attitude): perhaps, she feared, 
when she would tell the truth, when she would openly support ‘me’ – or, better, her attraction 
to me – she wouldn’t be allowed to be in the camp any more either. This openness didn’t need 
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to include being open about her actual, and even physical, disgust of the leader and the way 
he approached her, the energy he put in it. After at first staying silent – when she could, if not 
should, have spoken and have provided disclosure – she also lied. And this lie was not just a 
little ‘white’ lie – even though I cannot support those white lies either – but a serious, black 
one. 

She preferred to be a good member of the community of hundreds of people that 
followed the leader’s perspective regarding me (or rather his blunt shameless lies), than to 
stand in her own truth, that it was she herself who wanted very much to be with me, including 
having sex with me, but beyond that, and more importantly, who Loved ‘me’, whose heart 
was enlivened by ‘mine’, by the Heart itself. “I needed to have sex with you. Otherwise, I 
would not be able to be with you”, Ursula had said to me. To be on the safe side, Ursula, after 
she had left me, had made a switch in her consciousness or thinking. Now, now that I seemed 
not of her interest any more, it seemed better for her to have the same opinion as the leader, 
and – absurd as it is to me, in a way – even felt it was necessary to try to convince someone 
else (or more people) of the truth of the lie, of my supposed crime. 

My real ‘crime’ – as viewed or experienced from the perspective of the Female Force 
in so far as She is Separate from Man(’s Heart) – was that, not long before we split up, I had 
seriously confronted her with her ego; not because I liked doing this, but because, in response 
to what she offered me that moment, there was no other way. Instead of Entering Deeper into 
(Seeing) the revealing world of Ego with me – as Satlova had done, and I was very willing to 
do so – she left me. All is fair. And also Woman’s revenge is a natural part of reality. To try 
to smudge Man’s Pure Heart with ‘sex’ is part of this honest revenge of the Ego. When Man 
seems more interested in (Mirroring) Woman’s Ego than in having sex with her – for its own 
sake – he shall pay. It’s true that, as many women do or would do if they would finally be 
confronted with their hidden Ego, she can and does withdraw her sexuality from Man. And 
this is exactly why there are hardly any men who seriously confront Woman with Her Ego. 
They all know the consequence, at least intuitively. And they’re attached to sex, as if sex 
would be the way that (a) Woman can Receive them. Their cowardice and pitifulness – 
which, for the sake of Her own interest, is ‘Seen’ by Woman usually only in the Dark Side of 
Herself, for She doesn’t want to be really Conscious of the lack of Man(’s Presence) – fight 
for primacy. 

 
How far must it all go, in raping the truth. Sex is Your domain in the Dark, Woman, 

and you like to keep it that way. I understand. And as I said, I will always keep fighting Your 
raping of the truth – even though, knowing that you Lie out of fear, out of a drive for power 
and out of shame of what you somewhere inside Know can be found in Your Darkness, the 
fight from my side can happen in the mildness of ‘my’ Seeing Heart. Every lie keeps haunting 
the earthly realm as long as it is not Seen, not confessed, not surrendered, as long as the 
painfulness of the lie is not felt. That You don’t like me to do this in the Light, this fighting in 
return, is so. You prefer to fight in the Dark. It’s a fair fight. You have the community behind 
you, the many. I have the Truth in me, the One. On the face of it, I seem to be the outsider, 
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the lonely one. But actually you are the outsider, the lonely one: everyone dissociating from 
his or her Heart becomes an outsider and will be lonely. 

There won’t be a winner in our Fight, dear. But we’ll have to keep fighting 
nonetheless. I Love You Openly. You Love Me Secretly, in the secret place of your Heart. 
This is the Fight we have to fight. My Pure, Reflecting, Love for You shows itself, amongst 
other signs, in my not resigning from this Fight in any way: You Ask Me to Fight Your Own 
Dark Side, to Bring Light in it. This is not an ordinary fight between men and women. Love 
Itself is at stake. This Fight is Part of Love. 

 
Rebecca, although everything is too late now, now that you have given a definite form 

to the unfaithfulness to your Heart by having children with another man – in itself an 
interesting form of seeming punishment, by which you bite in your own tail, and by which 
you sacrifice yourself into heartlessness for nothing, into maintaining the world as it has 
always seemingly successfully reproduced itself – I cannot withhold my Love from you, even 
though you have done your best to apply for this. Moreover, I also – and exceptionally so – 
feel a high respect for your courage to be with (someone like) me for no less than 14 months. 
This was quite something and highly exceptional for someone who feels dependent on the 
opinion of the world. Love has its own ways to show humanity insight into the Dual Drama of 
Man and Woman. That It had sent you to me has – a last immodesty for now – been a 
generous contribution in this respect. That as man I have to set a Lie straight through this 
essay doesn’t mean I am blind for the gift, the value, of the Lie(s) you have confronted me 
with. Without Lie no (discovering of nor deeper entering) Truth, I can say without a trace of 
irony. 

I understand you don’t like the word ‘Lie’. As man I have to call things by their 
proper name – Freely, without judgement therefore. And this is part of the background why 
you Love Me – even though you hate Loving Me. In the earthly reality you let the seeming 
love for – or obsession with – yourself win over your Impersonal Love for Man. In the earthly 
reality – and just like Ursula – you throw away your Heart on the refuse dump and prefer to 
be in the illusion of the safety of the many. You don’t know otherwise how to deal with the 
confusing fact that you leave your Love than to make the community clear that, as you had to 
repeat remarkably often and in a strange un-present state after you left: “It was a good 
decision to leave.” That you only seem to be able to convince yourself of this by taking refuge 
in the support of the Unconsciousness of the many, without inner conviction, and that this 
doesn’t seem to be possible without lying about someone else, is sad. That, by putting the 
label ‘sex’ on men, you misuse the sexual abuse of women in the past for this purpose seems 
to be your right, although the smell isn’t really appealing. Ego is free to do whatever it wants, 
to lie however suits its supposed interests. You can rape the truth and unjustly set up the 
community against someone and, still, try to have a good, normal life with husband and 
children – albeit without inner peace. Why not? There are no rules. You have tasted the One 
and went back to the Many. And now you teach the many how to grow as a human being – as 
if it all doesn’t matter. As if we can go right and left, up and down, back and forth, in and out, 
light and dark, deep and shallow, into truth and into lie, into consciousness and into 
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unconsciousness. Everything seems possible in your world of Form and of Duality. All 
options should be open. 

“So what!?” you regularly yelled when, during our relationship, your ego was seen 
and cornered and there was no way out any more. Only your Heart can answer this rhetoric 
question – since you are gone. There is no one in the many. 

 
Rebecca, what I have said in this essay about you, is not in the first place about your 

lie about sex that I have described, about turning things around to fool the world around you, 
to try to convince the world that the Bitch in you is True and Loving and She is a victim of 
the beast that Man would be. The Bitch is not your whorish side as such, it is the one that Lies 
– to Your Own Heart and thus to Me. Your Lie is Your Unfaithfulness to Me, to Your 
Beloved, to Your Heart That Exists and is Alive Only in Me, as You have Felt when You 
were with Me. Your surrender to the Bitch in Yourself is the Lie I speak of, Your Denial of 
the Other Side, which is not just the ‘other side’, but Something That Goes Deeper than the 
(Duality of the) Bitch and the ‘normal’ worldly love: the Love You feel – or have Felt – in 
Your Heart for and in Me, that is: for and in Man; not only ‘for’ Me, but the Love That You 
Are, but ‘Are’ Only As Part of Me – not as Yourself. You are not Love. And You Know That. 
And You try to fool the world around You that you would be this Love – independently from 
Me, from Man. You Are Not. As You have Felt Yourself when You were with Me and when 
Something could still resist the Bitch from taking You over (almost) completely, You Are 
Only Love as Part of Me, simply ‘because’ I Am, I Manifest This Love. You Are Only Love 
when the Potential Love in you is activated, when you allow your Love to Be, to be Active on 
an earthly level, or else, when it is just theory, what’s the sense to angrily shout as you did: “I 
also have a beautiful heart!” What’s the sense of this when you talk like a man who is 
separate from Woman and ‘has to’ speak in theories, when the Potential Love doesn’t (dare 
to) Be Touched and Touch the Earth? 

Despite my seeming goodbye letter to You that, as Your Mirror I unfortunately had to 
write, I have Never left You and You Know That. I cannot Leave You. Your Tragedy of Old 
is that You Have to Screw up Love, and then, if You have successfully done so, You feel sad 
and secretly dark and deserted by everyone, even by Me. Once – you remember? – You were 
fed up with Your own separating behaviour, and when You saw yourself doing it again, you, 
miraculously, came to me, nestled yourself in my arms and shared what You had just Seen, 
how you apparently function, and you said You didn’t want to continue this separating 
behaviour any more, You didn’t want to live any more as what seemed to be ‘yourself’. But 
then, apart from the fact that You were not for a hundred per cent convinced yet of Yourself 
saying this, a bulldozer came over You and the next triggers of the, inherently separating Ego, 
were not Seen by You any more – despite my Mirror. Instead, the next – as usual: masked – 
manifestations of Ego were celebrated by you, and you dwelt in them. And they prepared you 
for leaving the Mirror, convincing you You can Live without Mirror, You can live on the 
praise and seeming love of the people around you who had started admiring you. You cannot 
Live on that, as You have noticed, but You are too proud to admit it. You surrendered to Your 
pride and took – ‘took’, indeed – children with a man ‘that’ you ‘took’, since the time for 
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reproduction seemed to be running out soon. From the normal worldly perspective in which 
everything is normally turned upside down, it is normal to take a man to have children and 
reproduce yourself – instead of Surrendering into Love and only then allowing children to 
come if Nature wants this. It was not primarily the time for reproduction that was running out 
but the time for (bearing the Mirror of) Love, for Love and Form to Be(come) One – Love 
and Sex that results in children. The issue of ‘having children’ is one of the, if not the biggest, 
trigger for Woman’s Ego, one that usually operates in the background, in the dark, but 
certainly not always. Or call it a pressure cooker, when ‘time is running out’ and she seems to 
have to decide: Love or children. If you have children with a man who You don’t really Love, 
it is too late, you have Sacrificed Love for good, at least on an individual level: the Process of 
Love continues without you(r form). And you’ll have to face Your children. 

Rebecca, You came Close, and You resigned. 
Love Me secretly, then, as the negative of the film of Your hate and resistance. 
But one time You will Manifest in a Woman-form who is Fed up with the secrecy, and 

will Love Man openly. 
I Say This. 
I Know What I Am Doing. 
You Are My Work and I Cannot not Work. 
I have never left You and I cannot. 
I Am not attached to Your form(s). 
I Am Free. 
I Love You Freely. 
You may try to leave me another million times. 
You cannot. 
You can only pretend in Your pride that you have succeeded. 
Without Me there is no Success, no Refuge. 
You may, in Your Love for Me, try to Lie about Me a million times and You do. 
You may try to make me blacker than black. 
Nothing helps.  
The Heart cannot be defiled. It never bites. 
The community is empty. It is nothing. 
You sacrifice yourself for nothing. You raise up your children for another heartless 

life. You cannot live on hope. 
Your sacrifice for nothing… this is Your Pain – Your Pain that I Feel in My Heart. 
The world keeps turning. 


